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A Mathematical Model that Predicts Skeletal Muscle Force Anthony S. Wexler, Jun Ding, and Stuart A. Binder-Macleod* Abstract—This study demonstrates the validity of a mathematical model that predicts the force generated by rat skeletal muscles during brief subtetanic and tetanic isometric contractions. The model consists of three coupled differential equations (ODE’s). The first two equations represent the calcium dynamics and the third equation represents force dynamics. The model parameters were identified from brief trains of regularly spaces pulses [constant-frequency trains (CFT’s)] that produce subtetanic muscle responses. Using these parameters, the model was able to predict isometric forces from other stimulation patterns. For the gastrocnemius muscles predictions were made for responses to CFT’s with interpulse intervals (IPI’s) ranging from 10 to 50 ms and variable-frequency trains (VFT’s), where the initial IPI = 10 ms and the remaining IPI’s were identical to those used for the CFT’s. For the soleus muscles predictions were made for 10–100-ms CFT’s. The shape of the predicted responses closely match the experimental data. Comparisons between experimental and modeled force-time integrals, peak forces, and time-to-peak also suggest excellent agreement between the model and the experiment data. Many physiological parameters predicted by the model agree with values obtained independently by others. In conclusion, the model accurately predicts isometric forces generated by rat gastrocnemius and soleus muscles produced by brief stimulation trains. Index Terms—Doublet stimulation, functional electrical stimulation, Hill-type model, simulation.



I. INTRODUCTION



E



LECTRICAL stimulation is used to activate skeletal muscle artificially. One application is functional electrical stimulation (FES), where skeletal muscle is activated with brief trains of pulses to produce functional movement. Unfortunately, the development of fatigue has been a major limitation in the clinical application of FES [2], [17], [20], [21]. One of our goals, therefore, has been to identify activation patterns that maximize force and minimize fatigue for skeletal muscle during FES. A mathematical model of the mechanical response of the muscle could markedly reduce the number of experiments necessary to identify the optimal activation pattern that produces a desired force. Forces generated by contracting skeletal muscle have been modeled by many previous investigators since Hill’s pioneering work [15]. Most of these models are either Hill-type or Manuscript received May 10, 1996; revised January 24, 1997. S. A. BinderMacleod’s work was supported by the National Institutes of Health under Grant AR41264. Asterisk indicates corresponding author. A. S. Wexler is with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716 USA. J. Ding is a graduate student in the Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Biomechanics and Movement Science, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716 USA. *S. A. Binder-Macleod is with the Department of Physical Therapy, University of Delaware, 315 McKinly Laboratory, Newark, DE 19716 USA. Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9294(97)02952-2.



Huxley-type. Huxley-type models are based on biophysical cross-bridge mechanics. Stein and his coworkers explored the complexity of a model needed to fit the relation between Ca , crossbridges, and force. A two-state model with four parameters was found to produce the best fit [25], however, no effort was made to show its predictive ability. In a subsequent study, they modeled isometric skeletal muscle contraction using a purely mathematical approach, which produced good fits but was not able to predict force [6]. Zahalak and Ma developed a fourth-order state-variable modification of Huxley’s model to emphasize the important role of the actin–myosin bonddistribution function but only frog sartorius twitch data were studied [28]. Hill-type models usually represent muscles by a combination of elastic, contractile, and resistive elements. Chou and Hannaford developed such a model to examine the catch-like property of skeletal muscle undergoing isometric contraction [7], [12]. Their model used a seventh-order set of statevariable equations with approximately 16 parameters. While the authors suggested that the results from their model were consistent with the experimental data of Burke and colleagues (1970) [5], the fitting and predictive abilities of the model to experimental data were not tested. In fact, their doublet stimulation predictions appear to overestimate our doublet stimulation measurements [compare [7, Fig. 9(a)–(d)] to [3, Fig. 2] and Fig. 4(f)–(i) here]. Recently, Durfee and Palmer designed a nonlinear nonisometric muscle model that can predict force output with reasonable accuracy for a wide range of simultaneously varying muscle lengths, velocities, and levels of motor unit recruitment [9]. This model, however, does not appear to be capable of predicting the force responses to variations in the activation frequency of a muscle. Thus, none of the previous models have been shown to predict the force responses of skeletal muscle to a range of stimulation frequencies or patterns. The purpose of this study was to develop a mathematical model that predicts force response for both fast- and slowtwitch muscles in response to a wide range of brief, physiologically relevant stimulation patterns [13]. The theoretical development of this model is presented in the Section II and the experimental protocol is described in Section III. Section IV compares the experimental data to the model predictions for both rat gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, while in Section V we elucidate physiological implications of the model. II. FORMULATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL The mathematical model was developed by decomposing the contractile response into distinct physiological steps: cal-
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cium release and reabsorption by the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), calcium binding and unbinding to troponin, and force mechanics including cross-bridge cycling along with the friction and elasticity of the muscle fibers. A. Ca



Release and Uptake by the SR



Contrary to the low concentration of sarcoplasmic Ca (10 M) in relaxed muscle, the Ca concentration in SR is as high as 1 mM [23]. Upon activation, only a small quantity of calcium would have to be released from the SR to cause a hundredfold increase in calcium concentration in the sarcoplasm (SP), which is high enough to produce force [23]. The SR can, therefore, be considered to maintain a constant Ca concentration of 0.001 M during the brief trains of pulses we are presently attempting to model [23]. Triggered by each action potential, the voltage-gated Ca channels of the SR open, allowing Ca to diffuse into the sarcoplasm driven by the high concentration gradient. Ca is then actively reabsorbed back into the SR via Ca -ATPase. The flux, , of calcium from the SR into the SP is Ca



THE



B. Ca



MODEL



Binding and Unbinding to Troponin



Once calcium is released into the SP, it may react with troponin (Tn) to form the Ca -troponin complex (Ta). Four Ca binding-sites are present on each troponin molecule, but only two Ca -specific sites contribute to force generation [18]. Although the binding process is usually considered to be a two-step reaction in previous studies [7], [25], we only considered its overall effect Ca



ms ms,



ms.



Ta



where and are the forward and backward reaction rates. From basic chemical kinetics and membrane transport, the two differential equations that describe the calcium transient in the SP and the calcium-troponin binding processes are Ca



Ca



Ta



Ca



Ca Ca



(1)



and Ta



Ca



where is the rate of Ca -ATPase reabsorption from the SP to the SR and is the permeability of the SR membrane to Ca when the channels are open (see Table I). Thus, the first term on the right side describes the calcium diffusion from the SR to the SP, and the second term describes the flux in the opposite direction by both diffusion and active reabsorption. There are no published experimental data regarding the length of time that the Ca channels are open. However, by comparing the fitting results for different opening times, we decided that would be nonzero (i.e., the channels would be open) for only 4 ms following the arrival ( ) of each action potential, i.e.,



Tn



Ca Ca



Ta



(2)



where [ ] [Ta] [Tn] is the total concentration of troponin in the muscle. In (1), the first two terms represent the dissociation of Ta and binding of Ca to troponin, respectively. The third term is the rate of concentration increase due to diffusion from the SR and the fourth term corresponds to diffusion and reabsorption of Ca back into the SR. In (2), the first term represents the binding of calcium to troponin and the second term represents the dissociation of the calcium-troponin complex. C. Force Mechanics Finally, formation of Ta causes conformational change of actin and consequently results in the exposure of the cross-
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Schematic of the isometric model of muscle dynamics.



The motor designates the contractile component or the sliding of actin and myosin filaments of muscle fibers, and we assume that Ta



(4)



where is a constant of proportionality and is the peak force of the motor. Out of simplicity, a linear spring was considered to represent the tendonous portion and the series elastic component of the muscle. The force exerted by the spring is given by



(a)



(5) where is the spring constant. Differentiating (5) with respect to time and using (3) to eliminate and (4) to eliminate gives Ta



(6)



represents the time constant over which the The term force decays. We expect that the friction between actin and myosin fibers to be higher during cross-bridge recycling due to chemical bonds between the fibers so we set Ta , where is the value of the time constant in the absence of bound crossbridges and is the additional frictional component due to the cross-bridge chemical bonds. Using this for and replacing with a new constant, , gives



(b) Fig. 1. Schematic representation of CFT’s and VFT’s used during the study. Each vertical line represents a 600-m pulse: (a) represents the CFT’s of IPI ranging from 10 to 50 ms in 10-ms increments (top to bottom) and (b) the comparable VFT’s with an initial IPI of 10 ms.



bridge binding sites on actin. Then crossbridges attach to actin and pull the thin filaments toward the center of the thick filaments. The macroscopic result of this process is the generation of force. Based on Maxwell’s three-component model [1], in which the parallel elastic component is irrelevant in our isometric study, the force generation is modeled by a linear spring, a damper, and a motor in series (Fig. 2). The damper represents the viscous resistance of the contractile and connective tissue [22]. The force exerted by the damper is given by (3) where is the damping coefficient, is the length of the spring, and is the contractile velocity of the motor.



Ta



Ta



(7)



The isometric force dynamics is governed by (1), (2), and (7), which describe the transient behavior of the three state , [Ta], and . These equations are governed variables Ca by nine parameters (see Table I). III. METHODS A. Experimental Procedure 1) Surgical Procedure: Adult Sprague–Dawley rats were used to study the gastrocnemius muscles ( ). Rats were deeply anesthetized with Urethane (1.25 g/kg i.p.) and supplemented as needed. The animal was then mounted in a rigid frame that securely immobilized the test leg (left) and pelvis. To stimulate the muscle, a hook electrode was positioned around the nerve leading to the muscle and the
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Fig. 3. Compartmental expression of the model used by SAAM II, a compartment-modeling computer program; see the Appendix.



sciatic nerve trunk was cut close to the hip to prevent any reflex activation of the muscle in response to electrical stimulation. The distal half of the muscle and its tendon were then gently freed from surrounding tissue. The tendon was then cut just proximal to the calcaneus and attached to the force transducer (Grass Instruments FT-03C) with heavy suture material to record the isometric force. The transducer was secured to a clamp with a screw adjustment that allowed the transducer to stretch the muscle. Muscle temperature was maintained at 35 C by radiant heat. A heating pad was placed under the trunk of the animal to maintain body temperature at 38 C. Force data were digitized at 500 samples/s and stored on-line using a personal computer. 2) Force Measurements: Single pulses were first applied to the muscle to determine the resting tension that produced the greatest twitch force. The experimenter varied the length of the muscle prior to each train of pulses to provide the optimal resting tension for the muscle throughout the experiment. The gastrocnemius muscle was stimulated with a series of ten six-pulse trains. Six of the trains were constant-frequency trains (CFT’s) with constant interpulse intervals (IPI’s) (center to center) of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 100 ms. The other four trains were variable-frequency trains (VFT’s), with an initial IPI of 10 ms and the remaining four IPI’s within the train at 20, 30, 40, or 50 ms (Fig. 1). The six CFT’s and four VFT’s were tested in a random sequence. Approximately 10 s separated each train. To test the generalizability of the model, soleus muscle data from a previously published paper was used [3]. These data were collected using stimulation trains that contained either 70 pulses or lasted 2 s, depending on which resulted in the shorter train. CFT’s with IPI’s of 10, 20, 40, 100, and 200 ms were used. Approximately 15 s separated each train. Based on the modeling results of the soleus long-trains data, similar longtrain simulation patterns were applied to the gastrocnemius to obtain similar data. For seven of the animals used to study the fast gastrocnemius muscle, only CFT data were collected. For the other eight animals, CFT, VFT, and long-train data were collected. The long-train soleus data were analyzed for four animals.



B. Simulation The mathematical model was simulated using SAAM II, a compartment-modeling system developed by the University of Washington, Seattle, and the National Institutes of Health [24]. We used the compartmental module to express the three coupled differential equations (Fig. 3). The construction



of the compartmental module is explained in detail in the Appendix. SAAM II accepted as input, (1), (2), and (7), expressed as a compartment model, measured tetany, and estimates of the initial values of the parameters. SAAM II performs a multidimensional fit between the force data and model by adjusting the parameter values. Because the model is nonlinear, some sets of parameter values did not lead to accurate fits. That is, error minimization may become stuck in a local minimum. Numerous trials with different initial parameter values yielded a set that were successful with all stimulation patterns and both muscles tested in this study. Initial parameter values are listed in Table II. For fast muscle, we identified the parameters by fitting the model to the subtetanic experimental data from a six-pulse CFT with an interpulse interval of 30 ms for each animal. This train was chosen because it exhibited many tetanic features not apparent in trains with longer or shorter IPI’s, such as a build-up of force over multiple pulses and a clear rise and fall in force for each pulse. Then, using the same parameter values identified using the 30-ms CFT, we tested the fidelity of the model by comparing the predictions of the model to the observed experimental responses resulting from other stimulation patterns. The focus of this work is FES, so short trains of pulses are of primary concern. However, because only long-train data were available for soleus muscles, we effectively converted the data to short-train data by truncating the data at the time of delivery of the seventh pulse. The decay part of the force was used to identify as described below. The fitting and prediction procedures were similar for the gastrocnemius muscle, except that the parameters were identified using CFT’s with a 40-ms interpulse interval. The modeled results of the first seven gastrocnemius muscle experiments predicted values to be around one. After was fixed at one, the same results and similar best-fitted parameter values were obtained. We also observed that a change in the magnitude of simply increased or decreased the calcium transient, which could be compensated for by changes in , , and especially to produce the same force response. Thus, we concluded that was an excess parameter in this system of equations. In addition, because we could find no experimental data to suggest that the membrane permeability of calcium channels depends on the extrinsic factors such as the surrounding calcium concentration, the amplitude of the at action potential, or the muscle type, we decided to fix unity for all work reported here. Except for , free parameter values were identified with was found by SAAM II, as outlined above. The value of
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(a)



(b)



(f)



(c)



(g)



(d)



(h)



(e)



(i)



Fig. 4. Measured and predicted force responses from a typical gastrocnemius muscle experiment. (a)–(e): Measured and modeled forces to six-pulse CFT’s of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 ms, respectively. (f)–(i): Measured and modeled forces to six-pulse VFT’s of 20, 30, 40, and 50 ms. The model parameters were obtained by fitting the model to the 30-ms CFT experiment data. These parameter values were then applied to other stimulation patterns.



setting [Ta] , so that (7) becomes . The , where is the solution to this equation is force generated at time zero. This equation is valid when there is an insignificant amount of Ta (calcium-troponin complex). This occurs near the end of the tetanus during the force decay.



We assumed that Ta was insignificant when the force was less than half of the peak force. Forces considered for the fit were between one half and one quarter of the peak force. The lower limit was chosen to minimize the influence of measurement errors for small forces. By taking the force decay at the end of
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TABLE II PARAMETER VALUES



the tetany and performing a linear regression of versus via the SAAM II numerical module, we obtained the value of from the slope. C. Data Analysis To evaluate the validity of the model, several comparisons were made between the modeled and experimental data. To compare the shape and magnitude of the forces produced by the experiment and the model, the correlation coefficient was calculated by comparing the observed forces to the predicted forces at each 2-ms-interval timestep. Any phase shift or magnitude difference between the predicted and observed data would lower the correlation coefficient. Because this method could not sense a vertical offset between the modeled and experimental data, a linear regression trendline was used to determine how well the model predicts the force-time integrals, peak forces, and time-to-peak (time required to reach the peak force) obtained experimentally. The intercept of the trendline was set to zero. A perfectly accurate model would have both a slope and of one. Finally, using a paired T-test, the observed and predicted force-time integrals, peak forces, and time-to-peak values were compared for each stimulation pattern to determine if the model over- or under-estimated the experimental data. IV. RESULTS For the gastrocnemius muscles, the model accurately fitted [Fig. 4(c)] and predicted (Fig. 4) the force during CFT and



VFT stimulations. The average correlation coefficients across animals ranged from 0.95 for the 50-ms VFT to 0.99 for the 10-, 20-, and 30-ms CFT’s and 20-ms VFT (Table III). The regression lines for force-time integral, peak force, and time-to-peak had the slopes ranging from 0.96 for the peak force to 1.07 for the time-to-peak, both for VFT stimulation. The values ranged from 0.83 for the VFT’s time-to-peak to 0.98 for the CFT’s time-to-peak [Figs. 5(a)–(c), 6(a)–(c)]. The model overestimated the 10, 40, and 50-ms IPI CFT force-time integrals [Fig. 5(d)]; the 10-ms CFT peak forces [Fig. 5(e)]; and the 40- and 50-ms VFT force-time integrals [Fig. 6(d)]. In contrast, the model slightly underestimated 30-, 40-, and 50-ms VFT peak forces [Fig. 6(e)]. As with the gastrocnemius muscles, the model accurately fitted [Fig. 7(d)] and predicted the force responses of the soleus muscles over the first six pulses of the train (Fig. 7). The average correlation coefficients ranged from 0.87 to 0.99 values were close to one (Table III). All of the slope and [Fig. 8(a)–(c)]. None of the differences in the mean force-time integral, peak forces, or time-to-peak between the observed and predicted data were significant [Fig. 8(d)–(f)]. As can be seen from Fig. 7, we were not able to predict longtrain soleus data. To determine if this inability to predict longtrain forces was unique to the soleus muscles, we further tested the model’s predictive ability using long-train gastrocnemius muscle stimulations. The model also failed to predict these data (Fig. 9). In addition, seven out of eight muscles produced sag [4], which is not taken into account in our model.
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(a)



(d)



(b)



(e)



(c)



(f)



Fig. 5. (a)–(c): Plots of experimental versus modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak for the five CFT trains analyzed for each of the 15 gastrocnemius muscles. (d)–(f): Bar graphs of the mean ( standard error) experimental and modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak in responses to six-pulse CFT with interpulse intervals of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 ms (i.e., CFT10, CFT20, CFT30, CFT40, and CFT50, respectively). p : ; ** p : . *
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TABLE III CORRELATION COEFFICIENT



between two contractions produced by identical stimulation patterns could be as great as 15% (unpublished observations), the correlation coefficients presently observed for the shorttrain data are as good a fit as the variability in the data permit. In contrast, it failed for both these muscles under long train stimulation. A. Parameter Interpretation



V. DISCUSSION The proposed model accurately predicts the forces for rat gastrocnemius and soleus muscles during brief subtetanic and tetanic isometric contractions using both CFT’s and VFT’s. Because the range of differences in measured peak force



Among the model parameters, and are responsible for the rise of the force, while the decay of the force is determined by , , , and . Rat gastrocnemius muscle is a fast-contracting muscle, while the soleus muscle is slowcontracting. Comparison of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscle parameter values is consistent with the physiological properties of these two muscles.
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(a)



(d)



(b)



(e)



(c)



(f)



Fig. 6. (a)–(c): Plots of experimental versus modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak for the four VFT trains analyzed for each of the eight gastrocnemius muscles. (d)–(f): Bar graphs of the mean ( standard error) experimental and modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak in responses to six-pulse VFT of 20, 30, 40, and 50 ms. * p : ; ** p : .



+ =  0 05



Calcium ion uptake by the SR is governed by parameter . The smaller value of the soleus muscle (Table II) suggests a slower Ca reabsorption rate in slow muscle fibers than in fast muscle fibers. This agrees with Fiehn and Peter, who demonstrated that fast-contracting muscles contain a more active calcium pump than slow muscles [10]. and for gastrocnemius muscles The larger values of binds and unbinds from troponin is faster imply that Ca for the gastrocnemius muscle than the soleus muscle. The higher dissociation rate for fast-twitch muscle has already been proven experimentally by Stephenson and Williams [26]. Many studies assumed that the forward Ca binding reaction rate is diffusion-controlled [12], [18], [27]. If this is true, the for soleus muscle can be explained by a longer smaller diffusion pathway of calcium from its release sites to the



=  0 01



myofilaments and the less-developed SR having fewer calcium channels due to its smaller surface area [23]. Parameter is the dissociation rate of Ta and is analogous to the parameter of Johnson [18]. The mean values of are 1.48 10 s for fast-contracting gastrocnemius muscle, which is the same order as Johnson’s measured value of 3 10 s [18]. Later, Johnson and his coworkers found that their measurement applies only to isolated troponin C and the physiological value is expected to be smaller [19]. determines the rate of the force increase. The value of for gastrocnemius muscles than soleus muscles Larger is in agreement with the definition of these two types of muscles. represents the motile peak force which the contractile for component of the muscle can reach. The smaller
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(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e) Fig. 7. Traces of the experimental and modeled results from a typical soleus muscle experiment. (a)–(e): Plot of experimental and modeled force outputs in response to CFT of 10, 20, 40, 100, and 200 ms, respectively. The model parameters were obtained by fitting the model to the first six pulses of the 40-ms-CFT experiment data. The same parameter values were then applied to other stimulation patterns.



soleus muscle is consistent with its smaller cross-sectional area compared to that of gastrocnemius muscle. B. Model Limitation Although this model accurately predicts isometric force for gastrocnemius and soleus muscles during brief trains of stimulation (Figs. 4 and 7), it failed to predict long-train stimulations (Figs. 7 and 9). When the muscle is stimulated with long trains, the model overestimates the higher frequency force output [Figs. 7(a), (b), and 9(a)] for both fast-contracting gastrocnemius muscle and slow-contracting soleus muscle and underestimates the lower frequency force response [Fig. 7(d)] for soleus muscle. One of the limitations of our present model is that, unlike the model proposed by Durfee and Palmer [9], it does not take into account time-varying parameters. Better fits



and predictions of the long-train data may require modification of the model to vary several parameters during the contraction. Modeling the long train stimulation pattern, while interesting, is beyond the scope of the present study. We, therefore, did not explore the changes to the model that are necessary to predict the force generated under long train stimulation. Furthermore, the present model cannot be used to predict forces during nonisometric contractions because the forcevelocity and length-tension relationships are not considered. Finally, the model will need to be modified if it is to be used to predict the response of muscle during repetitive activations that produce fatigue. As shown in Fig. 6, the model underestimated the peak forces produced by the VFT’s. Duchateau and Hainaut expertransient to imentally demonstrated that the increased Ca the second stimulation of a pair of closely spaced pulses is
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(a)



(d)



(b)



(e)



(c)



(f)



Fig. 8. (a)–(c): Plot of experimental versus modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak for the six-pulse CFT trains analyzed for each of the four soleus experiments. (e)–(g): Bar graphs of the mean ( standard error) experimental and modeled force-time integral, peak force, and time-peak in responses to short CFT of 10, 20, 40, 100, and 200 ms, respectively.



+



likely due to an increased intracellular Ca release [8]. For simplicity, our model assumes that the SR releases the same amount of Ca at each pulse stimulation. We would expect our underestimated peak forces during the short-train VFT stimulation to improve if Duchateau and Hainaut’s findings were taken into account in the model. C. Comparison With Previous Work The present model differs from those previously reported, in that it is simple in structure and has few parameters. The process of muscular contraction at the molecular level is very complicated. As Hibberd and Trentham estimated, the crossbridge kinetics alone may contain up to 14 states [14], but many of these states may not contribute significantly to force generation and would not be detectable from the data analyzed



[25]. Compared with modes developed by Huxley [16] and Zahalak and Ma [28], we did not take into account the crossbridge kinetics. Unlike Hannaford’s model, which has three states of calcium transient, including the membrane activity, and a parallel arrangement of the damper and the tension generator [7], our calcium kinetics only contains two simplified states and the three components of muscle mechanics are in series. Our predicted SP Ca transients and Ca -troponin concentrations are similar in shape to those of Hannaford, and our values ( 10 M) are close to physiological values. VI. CONCLUSION In conclusion, our model accurately predicts the isometric force generated by rat gastrocnemius and soleus muscles produced by brief stimulation trains. By predicting the force that
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(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



(e) Fig. 9. Traces of the measured and predicted results from a typical gastrocnemius muscle under both long and short train stimulation. (a)–(e): Plot of experimental and modeled force outputs in response to CFT of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 100 ms. The model parameters were obtained by fitting the model to the six-pulse, 30-ms CFT experimental data. The same parameter values were then applied to other stimulation patterns.



develops in response to an arbitrary pattern of stimulation, we envision the present model assisting in our ongoing effort to identify the optimal stimulation pattern for artificial activation of skeletal muscle. As an example, the model predicts that the 20-ms CFT should produce the greatest force-time integral in gastrocnemius muscle [Fig. 5(d)] and the experimental data confirm this prediction. Based on the successful prediction of VFT trains, the model is expected to describe well the isometric contraction of the muscle under other variable-frequency stimulations. This predictive ability will reduce the number of experiments that will need to be performed to identify the contractile properties of individual skeletal muscles.



CONSTRUCTION



APPENDIX OF THE COMPARTMENT



spectively. The third compartment ( ) signifies the activated troponin ([Ta]). Force ( ) is represented by . According to the flowchart of the compartments (Fig. 3), we have



and



MODEL



The first two compartments ( and ) represent the calcium transient in SR ( Ca ) and SP ( Ca ), re-



where and are the exogenous inputs to compartment two and three, respectively.
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Comparison with (1), (2), and (7) shows the following relationship between the parameters and the flux rates:



and
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